Beverage Center
AP-UCBS-KIT Under Cabinet Plumbed in
Brewing System

Environmentally Friendly
Save Energy, protect the environment and enjoy Freshly Brewed water!
Water temperature is adjustable from 192 to 195
degrees F for the perfect cup of coffee, tea and
more.
Brewed in pot system has 3 brew volume settings.
Simply select desired volume and push the button
to make 1/4, 1/2 or full pot of Coffee or Hot Water
for Tea, Soups, Instant Cereals and more.
Great alternative to instant hot systems that have
a hot water storage tank.
No Venting required
No Special Dispensing taps
No wasted energy continually heating
stored water in tank!
Alwaysfresh freshly brewed when you want it!
System installs under cabinet and requires a 1/4”
water line and a 15 amp dedicated 110-115VAC
outlet. (4’ of ground cord is affixed to system)
Also included in this package:
- Medium Carafe (Stainless steel)
- Non Skid alignment pad
- 250 sample filters for coffee
- 25 ft of 1/4” tubing
- AP-IK-CP-14 install kit

Fully adjustable Solid State
Brewed in pot Beverage System
Add our Alwaysfresh Drinking Water System
Model AP-DWS-HFC-1000

for

Hot n’ Fresh n’ Filtered water
Better Water Equals Better Coffee, Tea and more

Alwaysfresh Beverage System UCBS-KIT
More than 75 years of experience designing and manufacturing professional coffee brewing
equipment is built into this system.
Space Saving Built and plumbed in Design - frees up valuable counter space
Unique Brewing System - assures coffee is brewed at optimum temperature of 192 to 195 degrees F to release full
flavor of the coffee.
Instant Source of Hot Water - for tea, hot beverages, cooking and other needs.
Plumbed into Water Filtration System - see diagram below for details.
High Flow Drinking Water System included - AP-DWS-HFC1000 high flow 1.5 gpm system
Easy to Use - simply set the carafe (included) in place then select and push the touch pad for the preprogrammed
volume desired
Brew directly into Thermal Carafe - coffee or water stays hot and fresh for hours without using a hot plate or warmer.
Programmable Pre set Brew times - have fresh hot coffee or water waiting for you in the morning or anytime you
desire.
Convenient - once the brew is complete, your carafe can be taken anywhere you want to enjoy fresh, filtered hot coffee
or water.

Dimensions

Critical Measurements:
Distance from Countertop &
bottom of cabinet:
Carafe size required:
Tall:
Medium:
Short:

Min 19.5”, Max 21”
Min 18”, Max 19.5”
Min 15”, Max 17.5”

Medium carafe is included as standard must order
tallor short carafe separately.

This high flow drinking water system
Connects to exsiting cold sink faucet and these other water
using appliances in your kitchen
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